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Pattern Evolution Caused by Dynamic Coupling between Wetting and Phase
Separation in Binary Liquid Mixture Containing Glass Particles
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%e demonstrate here that the pattern evolution in a binary hquid mixture conMmng glass
spheres is strongly affected by the dynamic coupling be)careen phase separation and wetting. Bw
cause of the difference in the wettability to glass between the two phases, the glass particles are
preferentiaHy included in the more wettable phase. The resulting pattern is strongly dependent on
whether the spheres are mobile or imxnobile. For a high density of mobile particles, we find that
an imtially random pattern of spheres transforms into an ordered pattern because of geometrical
confinement of particles into the more wettable phase.

PACS numbers: 64.75.+g, 05.70.Fh, 61.41.+e, 68.45.Gd

Phase separation has so far been studied as a bulk phe-
nomenon [1];however, it has recently been revealed that
the behavior can be strongly affected by wetting phe-
nomena [2) in metastable or unstable states [3,4]. The
dynamic coupling between phase separation and wetting
is a new problem, and its study has been initiated only
very recently. So far the study of wetting phenomena has
been limited to wetting on fixed solid wal&s including gels
[5]. However, if solid walls or particles are movable, their
motion could be involved in the pattern-evolution process
as a result of the dynamic coupling between wetting and
phase separation. Here we consider binary polymer mix-
tures containing solid particles. As an ideal system, we
choose monodisperse glass spheres as solid particles and
study the pattern evolution caused by phase separation.
The cooperative efFect between phase separation and dy-
namic wetting leads to an interesting pattern evolution in
the system. This problem is analogous to the problem of
aggregation of colloidal particles in binary mixtures [6].
Here, however, the direct, real-space observation allows
a detailed dynamic understanding of the role of wetting
on particle ordering. In this Letter, we provide the first
experimental study on the pattern evolution in unstable
states for polymer mixtures containing microscopic glass
particles.

The binary mixture studied was a blend of oligomers
of styrene (OS) and e-caprolactone (OCL). The weight-
average molecular weights of OS and OCL were 1000 and
2000, respectively. The polydispersity ratios M /M„
were 1.05 and 1.2 for QS snd OCL, respectively.
This mixture has an upper-critical-solution-temperature
(UCST) phase diagram, where the critical composition
P, is OCL/OS=3/7 and the critical temperature T, =
135.0 C. It is known that OCL is more wettable to glass
than OS because of its higher polarity. Two grades of
monodisperse spherical glass particles were used: GP1
having a diameter of 3.786 + 0.027 pm, and GP2 with
a diameter of 7.088 + 0.050 pm. The polymer mixture
was carefully mixed mechanically with the glass parti-

cles to yield a homogeneous, random distribution. After
blending, the mixture was sandwiched between two glass
plates. The thickness of the sample d was controlled by
a spacer One. series of experiments was done without
a spacer. In this case the glass spheres also acted as
spacers, and most particles were hard to move because
of the friction to the glass plates. In the other series of
experiments the spacers consisted of the larger size GP2
spheres; in this case, the smaller particles (GPl) used
as fillers could freely move inside the two-dimensional
sample. It should be noted that the number density
of GP2 spheres which act as spacers is always negligi-
bly small (typically the order of 10z cm 2), and thus
GP2 spheres should not be regarded as a component of
the mixture. Namely, the mixture is composed of two
monodisperse polymers and a single kind of monodisperse
sphere (GP1). Since the ratio in sphere diameters was be-
low a factor of 2, there was no possibility for overlapping
of particles within the spacing. We use this special set-
ting simply to avoid the overlapping of sphere images and
get an ideal two-dimensional microscopic image [7]. Sam-
ples were quenched to. the desirai temperatures either
within a microscope hot stage (Linkam TH-600R) for a
shallow quench within 10 K, or (for a deeper quench) by
rapidly transferring them from a hot stage (Mettler MP-
500) whose temperature was above T, to a hot stage kept
at the final temperature. The pattern-evolution dynam-
ics wss studied by using video microscopy. The patterns
were quantitatively interpreted through use of a digital
image analysis method [8].

Figure 1 shows the pattern evolution observed in the
OCL/OS (3/7) mixture containing glass particles (GP1)
without spacers (GP2) at 100'C. The number density
p„ofthe GP1 spheres is ~ 1.2 x 10 cm: Their vol-
ume loading fraction OGp is 9% and their projected-
area loading fraction SGp is 14% In this case, the
more wettable OCL-rich phase forms domains around
the glass particles to reduce the solid-liquid interfacial
energy. Since the glass spheres are not free to move,
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FIG. 1. Pattern evolution in OCL/OS (3/7) containing
fixed glass particles at 100'C. (s) 25 s, (b) 60 s, (c) 240 s,
snd (d) 720 s after the quench. The bar corresponds to 100
pm.

only those glass particles that are close enough can be
bridged by the OCL-rich phase. The coarsening process
completely stops in this rather early stage, because of
the spatial pinning of droplet domains by the fixed glass
particles.

Figure 2 shows the pattern evolution observed in the
OCL/OS (3/7) mixture containing both glass particles

(GP1) and spacers (GP2), at 100'C. Here p„is 2.0 x 10s

cm (@Gp 8.0% and Scp 23%). In this case, the
initial pattern evolution is similar to that of Fig. 1. The
more wettable OCL-rich phase forms droplets around the
glass particles. However, here the glass particles that are
bridged by the OCL-rich phase can now move to reduce
the interfacial energy between the two coexisting phases.
This mobility of the glass particles causes striking dif-

ferences in the pattern formation between Figs. 1 and

2, where the glass particles are seen to be segregated
into droplets. The droplets containing the glass particles

gradually coarsen mainly by wetting-induced interactions

between the wetting layers on particles and those on the

glass plates.
Figures 3(a)—3(c) show the dependence of the pat-

tern evolution on the volume fraction of the glass par-

ticles for the OCL/OS (3/7) mixtures containing both

glass particles (GP1) and spacers (GP2). Here p„are
0.8 x 10 cm (O'Gp 3.2% and S~p 9%) for (a);p„1.3 x 10s cm (O'Gp 5.2% and SGp 15%%uo) for

(b); p„4.7 x 10 cm (@Gp 19% and SGp 53%)
for (c). The quench depth and the phase separation
time are the same for all three cases; thus p„is the
only variable. In all cases, the OCL-rich phase preferen-

tially wets the glass particles. For the low particle density

[Fig. 3(a)], a droplet structure is formed, which gradu-

aOy coarsens with time. For the medium particle density

[Fig. 3(b)], an interconnected structure is formed and the
pattern also coarsens with time. For the high particle
density [Fig. 3(c)], the interconnected pattern is again

formed, but in this case the coarsening slows down sig-
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FIG. 2. Pattern evolution in OCL/OS (3/7) containing mo-

bile glass particles st 100'C. (s) 1 s, (b) 2 s, (c) 4 s, (d) 10 s,

(e) 110s, snd (f) 950 s after the quench. The bsr corresponds

to 100 pm.

nificantly because the glass spheres assemble into an or-

dered structure with hexagonal packing, which prevents
the particles from further motion. Thus, there is a spon
taneous pinning effect as a result of particle ordering.

Figure 4 shows the temporal change in the peak wave

numbers (km~) of the structure factor S(k) (k is the wave

number) for the OCL/OS (3/7) mixtures containing mo-

bile glass particles [the same mixtures seen in Figs. 3(a)—
3(c)]. The structure factor S(k) is calculated from the
2D power spectrum of the original image [8]. The coars-

ening behavior can be approximated by the following

power laws: For p„=0.8 x 10s cm 2, k~~ ~ t o'M; for

p„=1.3x10s cm s, km~ t ~/s; and for p„=4.7x10s
cm s, k t o ~~. The coarsening rate is fastest for

p„=1.3 x 10s cm 2. This is likely due to the intercon-

nected structure and the absence of the strong pinning

effect.

FIG. 3. Pattern evolution in OCL/OS (3/7) containing mo-

bile glass particles at 60 C. The phase separation time is 1'200

s for sll. (a) p„=0.8 x 10 cm, (b) p„=1.3 x 10 cm
snd (c) p„=4.7 x 10 cm . The bar corresponds to 100

p,m.
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FIG. 4. Temporal change in the peak wave numbers (k ~)
of the power spectrum S(II) for OCL/08 (3/7) containing
mobile glass particles at 60'C. o: p„=0.8 x 106 cm ~ [see
Fig. 3(a)]; ~: p„=1.3 x 10 cm 2 [see Fig. 3(b)]; and CI:

p„=4.7 x 10 cm [see Fig. 3(c)].

Here the n and P phases are the OCL-rich and OS-rich
phases, respectively, and n~ and np are the number of
particles per unit volume in the n and P phases, respec-
tively. C and Op are the volume fractions of n and
P phases vs the total volume of the sample including
spheres, respectively, and thus 4~ + 4p + O'Gp = 1. a
is the radius of the glass spheres. p~ and pp are the
interaction energy between the glass and the n and P
phases, respectively. o is the interfacial tension between
the n and P phases. f(d) is the total interfacial area be-
tween the n and P phases per unit volume. The first two
terms in the above free energy are related to the wetta-
bility of the glass particles, the next two terms to the
wettability of the glass plates, and the last term to the
interfacial energy between the n and P phases. Here it
should be noted that the wettability of the glass plates
likely plays few roles in the late-stage phase separation
after the bridge formation. The late-stage behavior be-
tween the plates is thus expected to be similar to that in
bulk.

First we consider the efFect of particle mobility on the
pattern evolution under the influence of wetting. Af-
ter the formation of a sharp interface, the wetting layers
are quickly formed on the surfaces of both glass spheres
and glass plates by the hydrodynamic process unique to
nearly symmetric binary mixtures [4]. This wetting layer
likely forms an interconnected structure so that the par-

It is also found that for the OS/OCL (5/5) mixture
containing both glass particles (GP1) and spacers (GP2),
the phase favoring glass particles form a matrix and the
complementary phase forms droplets. During phase sep-
aration glass particles are included into the OCL-rich
phase selectively.

First we discuss the static, energetic aspect of the prob-
lem. The total free energy of the system per unit-volume

can be given by

1 ( 4F =4za [p n~+7pnp]+ -„pi
O +-Irasn

d i 3

ticles are essentially bridged by it. Once the droplets
are bridged by the more wettable phase, the strong at-
tractive interaction originating from the n-P interfacial
energy acts between the droplets . This interaction is
likely very long range because of the interconnected na-
ture of the wetting layer. Thus, there are in essence no
isolated particles. When this attractive force is weaker
than the particle trapping force, particles cannot move
(as seen in Fig. 1), and vice versa (as seen in Figs. 2 and
3). We now consider the pattern evolution in immobile
and mobile cases. When the droplets are immobile (for
d = 2a), the final structure is determined by the com-
petition between b,p (= pp —p~) and o. For immobile
glass particles, inclusion of the particle in the n phase op-
poses the formation of large domains. This likely leads
to the final pattern composed of small domains where
most of the particles are included in the n phase, even
though there is a long boundary between the n and P
phases. In addition to the energetic argument, consid-
eration of the dynamics leads to the same conclusion.
Coarsening of the droplet pattern is usually dominated by
the evaporation-condensation and Brownian-coagulation
mechanisms [1,9]. In our case, however, neither of these
mechanisms should be applicable. Droplet motion is pre-
vented by the pinning efFect of the fixed glass spheres
(a strong spatial yiIIIIing egect) and thus the Brownian-
coagulation mechanism does not apply after formation of
the metastable structure. Further, the local curvature of
the droplet is not correlated with the droplet size and de-
termined by the spatial distribution of the glass particles;
thus the evaporation-condensation mechanism does not
apply either. These considerations lead to the conclu-
sion that after. the bridging of glass particles by wetting
from a growing n-phase droplet, the droplet pattern is
stabilized for both static and kinetic reasons.

For the case of d & 2a, the glass spheres can move
because there is no restriction on motion parallel to the
glass plates. The system tries to reduce the free energy by
lowering the energetic factors relating to Ap and o. The
former causes inclusion of the glass particles into the n-
phase domains, while the latter causes coarsening of the
domains. The pattern evolution can then be classified
into the following three cases: (1) 4~ )) @Gp, (2) 4
@Gp, and (3) C~ (( O'Gp.

In case (1), the inclusion of the particles occurs first,
and then the domains gradually grow by the wetting-
layer-induced interaction as well as by the Brownian-
coagulation and evaporation-condensation mechanisms.
In contrast to the case of d = 2a, the glass particles are
completely included inside the n-phase droplet because
of their mobility. Thus the curvature is directly deter-
mined by the droplet size. As shown in Fig. 4, however,
the coarsening rate is slow compared to the case without
particles, where domains coarsen as R tI/s (R is the
characteristic domain size) [10]. The glass particles could
reduce the translational motion of the droplet since the
local-velocity difFerence between the fluid inside a droplet
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and the spheres probably causes the additional friction to
the droplet motion (a roeak spatia/ pinning egect of par
ticles). However, it is not clear whether this effect alone
can lead to such a drastic reduction of the growth expo-
nent or not, and thus further studies are highly desirable.
For case (2), the packing density of the glass particles in-

side the o. phase becomes very high and the glass particles
form an ordered structure because of their geometrical
con6nement, which is a result of minimization of the Lp
interaction. The ordered structure prevents the domains
from deforming and coarsening further since there is a
high potential barrier to deform the ordered hexagonal
packing of the glass spheres. This spontaneous pinning
effect due to particle ordering (a shape pi-new ng'effect of
ordered particles) slows down the coarsening of domains
(see Fig. 4). Between cases (1) and (2), the coarsening
rate becomes maximal (R ti~s) as shown in Fig. 4, be-
cause (i) as will be discussed below, the phase-separated
structure becomes bicontinuous where the interfacial ten-
sion becomes important and leads to a quick hydrody-
namic coarsening [9], and (ii) the particle density is not
sufficiently high to induce a strong shape-pinning effect
and domains can easily deform to reduce the interfacial
area. For case (3), there is coexistence of the pinned
pattern of closely packed glass spheres with those that
cannot be included into the a phase.

Finally, we discuss the effect of the volume fraction of
the glass particles on the final morphology. Since most
of the glass particles are included in the n phase except
for the case Cop )) O, the apparent volume fraction of
the n phase becomes 4~ + CGp. Thus the bicontinuous
structure appears when C' + 4Gp 1/2. The morphol-

ogy can be changed by controlling OGp, even for a fixed

ratio between the o, and P phases. Such behavior is ac-

tually observed in Fig. 3.
In summary, we found that the pattern evolution in an

unstable binary liquid mixture containing glass particles
is dominated by the dynamic interplay between phase
separation and wetting. The mobility of the particles
significantly affects both the coarsening dynamics and

the final morphology. We showed that spatial and shape

pinniny effects oJ' particles significantly modify the coars-

ening dynamics of domains. The apparent symmetry of
the order parameter can be changed by the volume frac-

tion of the glass particles. The selective inclusion of solid

particles into the more wettable phase and the resulting

particle ordering are likely universal in any binary liquid

mixtures including solid particles, irrespective of experi-
mental settings such as particle shape, particle size, their
distribution, and film thickness. Further, there is a possi-

bility that a rodlike or diskhke shape of the particle leads

to the orientationsl ordering of the particles. Our sys-

tem is likely one of the simplest and most ideal systems
to study the effect of solid particles on phase separation
in binary hquid mixtures. The interplay between phase

separation and wetting for mobile solid particles is a new

problem, for which further experimental and theoretical
studies are highly desirable. The present study is limited
to semimacroscopic particles, but the basic idea is likely
applicable to microscopic systems such as colloidal [6] if
we include the effects of van der Waals and other relevant
interactions, as well as the effect of thermal noise.

From an applications viewpoint, this study strongly in-

dicates possibihties for control of the final domain size in

phase separation by the spatial arrangement of a fixed
solid phase, and also for control of a final morphology
by the self-induced pinning effect through addition of a
certain amount of mobile solid particles. These ideas
could be applied to the physical design of composite ma-

terials including polymer alloys and polymer-dispersed
liquid-crystal displays. By changing the volume fraction
of particles, we can control the apparent symmetry of the
composition, namely, whether the final pattern becomes
bicontinuous or isolated. So far the structures of these
mixtures have been considered from the static, energetic
standpoint, but the present study also indicates the im-

portance of the dynamic aspect.
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